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THE Museum of the Society has been recently enriched by the. 
presentation of some Anglo-Saxon remains, discovered in the 
course of operations for drainage in the parish of Barrington, but 
Pot far from the village of Orwell. They consist of the bosses of 
three shields, four heads of spears, six knives, two bronze fibula?, 
about a hundred amber beads, and four iron studs of 2 1  inches in 
diameter. 

These articles are given to the Society partly by Captain 
Bendyshe, the owner of the land on which they were found, and 
partly by Mr A. Deck and Clement . Francis, Esq., to whom he 
had given some of them. Mr Thomas Bendyshe, M.A. Fellow 
of King's College, and a member of our Society, who superin-
tended the excavations, has favoured me with the following re 
marks, to which Captain Bendyshe adds that the field in which they 
lay has been called Eclice-Hill-Hole for at least 200 years, as he 
learns from maps in his possession. 

The remains lay upon a slightly rising slope, and were covered 
with about eighteen inches of soil. Mr. T. Bendyshe says: "I 
turned up about ten skeletons, which had evidently been regularly 



interred, and lay easterly and westerly, with the exception of one 
which was of much smaller size, and was placed crossways at the 
feet of a very large skeleton. Another instance •of this kind 
occurred which I did not see. Bones have for some years' been 

Aug up in other parts of the field, but not in any large quantity; 
and I am told about twenty years ago ;a perfect skeleton was 
found with a double-edged sword by its side, on the land of Mr 

• Pearse. 
Most of the bodies must have bçen very large, many about 

six, and some nearly seven feet high. The skulls and teeth are 
perfect, shewiñg that the men died in their prime; and the marks 
of violence are unmistakeable. I should think on a rough guess 
there are at least 200 buried in that place. Some bodies lie side-
ways; but the opinion of the labourers was that the interments 
had been quite deliberate,' and without any hurry. 

' The fibul 'and beads (about 100 in number) beløpged  to a 
'skeleton whiOh lay sideways, about eigkteen ipches deep. The 
báds were most plentiful just round the neck, but reached down 
to the waist, one having fallen into a hole in the, yertelra. From 
their shape they seem to have servd as buttons. A' little piece 
of iren ws found by the hips, and pieces of pottery on the 
middle of the body. ' 

" The fibuI were placed, one On eacl. side of the neck. 
The  boss covered the head of 'another, skeleton nearly seven 

feet high. I tiink it' is this, whose jaw-bone and leg-bon. I have 
given' io thO Anatomical Museum, with some, bones of animals 
found, buried'along with them. • 
• • ' The four stud with the wood attached were found with 
another boss, remarkable for the flat, head, to, the button at is top, 
on which 'a piece of bright metal has been fixed; that boss has 
also its handle." This boss is *not in the posession of the. 
Society. ' •. • 

The, bosses 'differ considerably in size, one. being five, 'another; 
601A six, and the  third seven. inches across.; but their-  heights to 





Fig. A. 
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Fig.. B. 

F b-L  ilve found at Barrington..' 



the top ofthe butonare nearly alike; viz. about three inches. The 
smallest of them was fastened to the shield by fdur, and the 
argst by five sml1 studs. The third isivëry much injured, having 
been nearly cut into two parts with an axe,,  and its uppei portion 
bent• inwards by the blow. The blade of the axe must have been 
as nearly as possible three inches in breadth. 

The spear-heads are of the usual shape, and have the split 
pockets, commonly found in such Anglo-Saxon weapons. They are 
about a foot long, but the flat blade is thin. One of them has 
been bent into a çurvèd form, as if it had given way during • a 
'severe thrust. 

The knives also are similar to those usually Obtained from An`- 
glo-Saxon graves, and have the usual very thick back. 

One of the fibuhe (A) is unornamented and of a cruciform 
type, much resembling several of those found by Lord Braybrooke 
at Wilbraham (see Saxon Obsequies). It seems to have been 
most carefully mended. Bands resembling string cross it in 
several directions, as if to secure the hinge of the acus, and the 
hook for receiving the point of that part is not original but has 
been rudely riveted on with iron. It is said to have been studded 
with pearls, but as there is no sign now remaining of their mode 
of attachment, it seems not improbable that the juxtaposition 
of the pearls and fibula was accidental. I am informed that two 
pearls were found. 

Of the other fibula (B) I have not been able to find any 
representative in the books treating upon Anglo-Saxon graves 
with which I am acquainted. An inspection of the engraving will 
convey more information at a glance than can easily be communi-
cated in description. 

The beads are very small, irregular in shape, and all made of 
amber. 

The large iron studs are flat, with a central pin projecting 
from the under side: so that they are nails with enormous heads. 
They were probably fixed to the shield near to its edge. 
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Advantage may perhaps be taken of this opportunity to state 
that in the year 1847, a boss of an Anglo-Saxon shield of. about 
eight inches in diameter was found, together with the head of a 
spear, in the new ,  burial-ground beyond Parker's Piece, at Cam-
bridge. The boss is very much broken, but enough remains to 
show its shape and size. These remains were given to us by- our 
lamented friend ArchdeacOn Hardwick. 

It may also be added, that in 1855 our Museum acquired by 
purchase a spear-head and three iron knives in beautiful preserva-
tion, which had been found sometime previously in the bed of the 
river Cam, near Horningsey. There is every reason to believe 
that they were of Anglo-Saxon manufacture. 


